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CONCEPT NOTE
Numerous Indian Government actions on record substantiate the reality of Hindutva
ideology and their hate for minorities. For example, a) Forceful Annexation of Kashmir,
Goa, Assam, Hyderabad & Junagarh. b) India has not fulfilled promises with Assamese,
Nagaland, and deceiving Sikhs (Purna Swarage). c) Draconian Citizenship Amendment
Act (CAA), revocation of Article 370 and 35A, Armed Forces (Jammu and Kashmir) Special
Powers Act (AFSPA), exposed mindset of Indian Elites targeting Minorities. d) Not
fulfilling promises made to the people of occupied Kashmir at UN (UNSC resolution 47),
and abrogation of the Indian constitution (repealing Article 370 and 35A).
The Rising discontent among Indian ethnic and religious minorities, extreme polarization
and several booming separatist movements prove that India was destined to break apart.
For years, Indian political leadership deceived the world by presenting a secular outlook.
However, the course could not continue forever. Constitutional secularism failed to
transform Indian society. The growing antagonism under the watch of the current BJP
government against Indian minorities is merely the manifestation of inherent bias
towards non-Hindus. In every part of the country, the state-backed RSS goons are found
killing or torturing the non-Hindu people including Muslims, Christians, Sikhs & Dalits
and forcing them to chant slogans of Hindu supremacy. This discrimination and human
rights violations have raised serious questions to the so-called secular nature of the
Indian constitution.
The BJP-led government’s Hindutva ideology has exposed the real face of India as a fake
union where all non-Hindu communities are being repressed which also badly damaged
the social fabric of the Indian society. The Indian ethnic and religious minorities not only
feel insecure in modern-day India, where they face segregation and persecution but also
question the raison d’etre of the Indian Union. India is a classic example of sham
democracy, alienation of minorities freedom struggle in entire periphery of Hindu heart
hand, attacking religious places of Muslims, and suppressing religious freedom. Thus, an
effort has been made through this conference to expose India’s true face as a fake union
by analyzing recent developments/events.
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BRIEF OF THE CONFERENCE
The Center for Global & Strategic Studies (CGSS) in collaboration with the Press
Information Department (PID), Government of Pakistan jointly organized a conference
‘’Myths of Indian Secular Democracy: Human Rights Violations and Rise of Saffron Tide
under BJP’’ on 28th February 2022 at Information Service Academy, Islamabad. The
conference brought together a distinguished panel of veteran subject experts, leading
academicians, and renowned scholars to unveil the tyrannies by the Indian government
on minorities and BJP’s vicious human rights violations. The conference gathered experts
to discuss India’s imperfect union of contradictory ideologies and fake secular democratic
structure. The scholars also provided valuable suggestions to counter radicalization by
the fascist Modi regime. The discussion exposed Indian false secular claims in light of the
historical facts and recent events.
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PROFILES OF SPEAKERS
Ambassador Afrasiab Mehdi Hashmi Qureshi, Former Ambassador of Pakistan to
Bangladesh and New Zealand
Ambassador Afrasiab Mehdi Hashmi Qureshi has served as the High
Commissioner of Pakistan to Bangladesh, Bhutan and New Zealand.
During his 34-year career in the Foreign Service of Pakistan, he has
mostly been dealing with matters relating to the United States, China,
and South Asia. He has authored several books on subjects relevant
to Pakistan's foreign policy.

Dr Zafar Nawaz Jaspal, Professor, School of Politics and International Relations
(SPIR), Quaid-i-Azam University, Islamabad
Dr. Zafar Nawaz Jaspal is Professor at the School of Politics
and

International

Relations,

Quaid-I-Azam

University,

Islamabad, Pakistan, where he teaches various aspects of
International Political and Defense Affairs; Nuclear/Missile
Proliferation; National Security, Pakistan Foreign & Strategic
affairs, etc. He holds PhD and M. Phil in International Relations
and M.A. in Political Science.
Sahibzada Sultan Ahmed Ali, Chairman, MUSLIM Institute
Sahibzada Sultan Ahmed Ali is from the tenth line among the
descendants of Sultan Al Arifin Haḏrat Sultan Bahoo. Mr. Sultan
is the Dewan (Prime Minister) of Junagadh State. He is Chairman
of a research think-tank MUSLIM Institute (Islamabad-London)
working for the Mission of Unity, Stability & Leadership In
Muslims. He overlooks the operations of the online Oxford-Style
Debate platform The MUSLIM Debate. He is Chief Editor of monthly internationally
distributed magazine Mirrat-ul-Arifeen International and serves as the Chairman of AlArifeen Group of Publications & Al-Arifeen Digital Production.
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Advocate Jamal Aziz, Advocate High Court and Executive Director, Research Society
of International Law
Mr. Aziz is a recognized international law expert in Pakistan
and has been working at the forefront of major international
law issues faced by Pakistan in the past decade. He currently
serves as the Executive Director of the Research Society of
International Law, a position he has held since April 2016. In
addition, he also serves as Director of the Centre of Excellence
for International Law at the National Defence University,
Islamabad and is also a member of the Prime Minister’s Working Group of Experts on
Pakistan’s International Investment Regime Reforms.
Mr. Tariq Malik, Information Technology & Cyber Security Expert & Head of
Program, IT & Cyber Security, Center for Global & Strategic Studies (CGSS),
Islamabad
Mr. Tariq Malik is known for involvement in articulation of
various national level projects and establishment of imperative
National IT assets. He has the singular honor of operating as Chief
Technology Officer, Pakistan Army. Where he had the
opportunity to bring about change and apply his vision both for
army and for the rest of the society. Currently he is providing
consultancy services to International and local organizations on
security of their critical infrastructure requiring utmost secrecy and security. He is also
part of the Government e-commerce group.
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Dr. Muhammad Khan, Professor of Politics and IR at International Islamic
University, Islamabad
Prof. Dr. Muhammad Khan is the former Head of International
Relations Department, in the National Defence University
(NDU), Islamabad until July 18, 2016. He completed his PhD in
International Relations from the University of Karachi in 2002.
He is the founding member of the Faculty of Contemporary
Studies (FCS) in NDU, having five departments now.

Mr. Ashfaq Ahmed Gondal, Former Federal Secretary Information and
Broadcasting & Vice President (Federal Region), Center for Global & Strategic
Studies (CGSS), Islamabad
Mr. Ashfaq Ahmed Gondal retired as the Federal Secretary to the
Government of Pakistan. He served as Secretary in the Ministry of
Information and Broadcasting. He remained Chairman Pakistan
Television Cooperation/Pakistan Broadcasting Corporation and
Director General Radio Pakistan. He also remained Principle
Information Officer to the Government of Pakistan. He also
remained Press Counselor, Pak High Commission to India, New Dehli for three years. He
also has a unique honor of serving as Press Secretary with six Prime Ministers of Pakistan.
He is an expert of strategic studies and has deep knowledge and expertise on Eurasian
region.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY, ANALYSIS
& KEY TAKEAWAYS
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Executive Summary, Analysis & Key Takeaways
(Based on the speeches of respective panelists)
 The Genesis of Hindutva ideology: An Offshoot of Ultra-Realism
‘’No matter what the Hindus say, Hinduism is a menace to liberty, equality, and fraternity’’
(Ambedkar)
For understanding the fundamentalist ideology of India, there is a need to explain the
very genesis of the nationalist ideology, ‘’Hindutva’’. The extreme notion of Hindutva
nullifies the secular façade of India. Secularism’s essence is in protecting the interests of
various segments of society, property, right to live, and honor every citizen of a state.
Contrary to the above, the Hindutva ideology of Rashtriya Sawayamsevak Sangh (RSS),
and its political front cover, Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) heavily espouse genocide,
Muslim carnage, and plunder and persecution of non-Hindus living in India. Not only the
Muslims but other faiths and ethnic groups are the main target of this exclusivist ideology.
On 30th January 1948, Mahatma Gandhi, the father of Indian nation was assassinated by
an active member of the RSS. Today, the BJP regime has all sympathies with the assassin
but not with the father of the Indian nation. Since the creation of RSS, Hindutva
(academically known as Hindu fundamentalist) has remained the core ideology of RSS
consistently propagating the supremacy of the Hindu religion in India. India is engulfed
with many complexities. Nationalist India is worried about its future as it was never
united. The origin of Hindutva dates back to colonial India, where it emerged through
sustained interaction with ideologues in Fascist Italy and Nazi Germany who, in turn,
engaged with Hindutva to further their own ideological developments. Following India’s
independence, Hindutva actors played a major role in the violence of nation-building and
in creating a majoritarian identity. Yet Hindutva was not truly ‘mainstreamed’ until the
election of the current prime minister, Narendra Modi, in 2014. In order to construct a
narrative that furthered Hindu insecurity, Modi mobilized his campaign by appealing to
recurring themes of a Muslim ‘threat’ to the Hindu majority. The result is that Hindutva
has become synonymous with Indian nationalism.

 Uncovering Minority Crisis and False Secular Claims of India:
There is a growing sense of insecurity and fear among the non-Hindu minorities in India.
This sense has a history of Indian official and non-official attitudes towards its minorities.
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Indian discrimination, persecution, exploitation and mass killings of the non-Hindu
minorities have been a routine matter in the Republic of India for the last many decades.
All these despotic acts of India are well-documented and known at the global level. The
media and human rights organizations have documented all these Indian activities and
have been highlighting them in their reports covertly as well as overtly. Nevertheless, the
international power centers have not paid attention to massive human rights violations
and India’s oppression against its minorities. Indeed, it is a deliberate act since the
Western world has many stakes in India, ranging from economic to strategic. According
to United States Commission for International Religious Freedom (USCIRF) annual
report-2020, India is declared as the most dangerous country for religious minorities. The
commission also recommended US designated India as a Country of Particular Concern
(CPC). CPC countries are the ones where the states and the governments engage
themselves in targeting the minorities through religious victimization and severe
violations of religious freedom.
The same commission also demanded the U.S. Government and the State Department to
place India on Special Watch List (SWL). The countries placed on SWL are found involved
in severe violations of religious freedom, thus need to be put under economic and
financial sanctions, including a ban on the visas and travel abroad of key persons indulged
in violations. The U.S. State Department, the President and its powerful Congress ignored
this report as well as thousands of such reports since Washington has its political,
economic and strategic interest in New Delhi.
Unfortunately, Indian government officials, military, and intelligence & security agencies
have been found officially involved in the persecution of minorities to the level of killings,
torture, rapes, and alienation of the minorities. India has a history of religious intolerance
and violations on account of belief and caste system. Owing to its narrow-minded Hindu
majority, India has become a dangerous country for other religious minorities. The
Hindus of India even claim that being “Hindu”, they have exclusive right over the land
known as Hindustan and people from other religions have no right over this vast
landmass. Indian conservative approach is being pursued through Hindutva ideology by
formulating laws like Citizenship Amendment Act-2019. Though the ruling BJP has been
officially following Hindutva as its ideology for decades, however majority of the upper
Hindu class have conceded this ideology as their religious, nationalistic, cultural and
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political philosophy. The famous ‘Palampur Resolution-1989’ set the formal agenda
against the major religious minority (Muslims) in India. The Palampur Resolution
decided the decisive phase of Hindu unity against Muslims and announcement for the
construction of the Ram Temple at Ayodhya.
 Analyzing Modi’s Paradoxical Policies:
The way India is moving unapologetically away from its secular foundations and
embracing the inherently parochial and ornery Hindutva, all hopes are fading. The rising
discontent among Indian ethnic and religious minorities, extreme polarization and
several booming separatist movements prove that India was destined to break apart. For
years, Indian political leadership deceived the world by presenting a secular outlook.
However, the course could not continue forever. Constitutional secularism failed to
transform Indian society. Through a well-planned strategy, the areas inhabited by people
other than the Hindu majority were kept backward and deprived of basic facilities of life.
The worst among all was the economic deprivation and providing no facilities for the
basic education for these poor religious minorities. Sikhs who constitute 1.8% of the
Indian total population are being discriminated and relegated in all spheres of life in
Hindu-dominated India. In the post-1980s campaign, the Sikhs were considered antistate or anti-India. Today, RSS is directly targeting the Sikh community in India. Christian
forming less than 3% of the Indian population are equally discriminated and humiliated
in India. They are also facing the fanatic onslaught of the RSS for conversion into
Hinduism.
Through a massive campaign against Muslims, the main minority group in India, forming
over 17% of the total population, is the main target of the Indian Government. Muslim are
discriminated, humiliated and forced to convert to Hinduism or else leave India. In one of
its opinion pages, the New York Times published an article entitled, “India’s Muslims and
the Price of Partition”. The prestigious newspaper mentioned the salient of the Indian
policies towards Indian Muslims. As per the contents of this article, Modi’s India demand
Muslims that, “They should convert to Hinduism” this is a unanimous call from the
Hindus, the BJP and its militant wing, the RSS in particular. A fanatic Hindu group, known
as, “Hindu Jagran Manch” indeed an offshoot of the RSS, has started a campaign to marry
Muslim girls with Hindu boys. Time has proved that India’s founding fathers were indeed
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the architect of today’s Hindu India. Prime Minister Modi and his BJP only get the credit
of implementing the agenda and vision of Indian forefathers.
Through their well-researched reports, Amnesty International and other human rights
organizations have been highlighting the massive human rights violations committed by
India as a state policy. Thus, there is a need that the international community must
reconcile its relationship with India in the context of its discrimination and oppression
against non-Hindu minorities. Indeed, the non-Hindu communities are fearful of their
future in Hindutva lead India.

 India’s Siege in Kashmir and Massive Human Rights Violations:
The Kashmir conflict has long-standing economic and political implications for South
Asia and the innocent people of Kashmir. Massive human rights abuses, statesponsored terrorism, and defying the right to decide Kashmir’s future have long been
the hallmark of India’s illegal rule in occupied Jammu and Kashmir. The Jugular vein
of Pakistan, Kashmir, is suffering from a painful distention. Our paradise has suffered
the most in this vicious cycle of Indian atrocities and siege. Several international
human rights organizations of repute, such as Amnesty International and Human
Rights Watch, among others, have regularly illustrated the plight of the Kashmiris. The
Kashmiri leaders, who are democratic and progressive in approach, have never shed
holding dialogues for the key solutions. But their urging for peaceful settlement of the
dispute has always been mis-constructed by India as their weakness. Instead of
addressing the issue, successive Indian rulers have always treated Kashmir as a
colony. As far as the right for granting self-determination to Kashmiris is concerned,
it is outrightly off the table due to Modi’s paradoxical policies and belligerence. The
act of 5 August 2019 by scrapping Article 370 and 35A clearly manifest Narendra
Modi’s Hindutva-driven agenda. Since then, the occupation forces have pushed it
deeper into a quagmire of reckless violence and lawlessness. Modi has established the
fact that Indian remains open to hostility and big-scale armed conflict. Colonizing
Kashmir and abrogating its special status meant changing Kashmir’s demography and
erasing its cultural and religious markings.
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 India’s Subversive Activities against Pakistan: 5th Generation
Warfare and Offensive Defence Strategies
The concept of hybrid warfare is a total transformation in the format of traditional
warfare. Primarily this warfare is a military strategy that combines cyber warfare,
irregular warfare and political means. The distinct patterns, the modus operandi used in
hybrid warfare, including spreading fake news through highly known media houses,
using diplomatic means, lawfare and foreign electoral intervention through the
construction of new narratives. Precisely, hybrid warfare is non-kinetic operations with
subversive efforts where the aggressor intends to avoid attribution and retribution.
Hybrid warfare has been described as the diverse and dynamic combination of regular
forces, irregular forces, even to the level of criminal elements, or a combination of various,
all unified to achieve mutually benefiting effects. For the last two decades, India has been
heavily indulged in hybrid warfare against Pakistan with state-sponsored belligerent
activities. The EU DisinfoLab report ‘’Indian Chronicles’’ indicated Indian hybrid
activities to malign Pakistan’s image globally. The report exposed the Indian hostile
agenda and true motive against Pakistan. The 15-year long operation spreading over to
119 states is a clear form of hybrid warfare against Pakistan. It was indeed the
disinformation campaign against Pakistan and Pakistani contribution towards regional
and global peace. Moreover, the report warned the world about the bigger Indian designs
of misleading the international community for its own vested interests. In this aspect,
RAW and Shrivastava Group have been greatly indulged in state-sponsored terrorists’
activities across the globe solely to defame Pakistan. In this era, Artificial Intelligence (AI)
enables the mass creation of what has become known as “deep fakes’’. Deepfakes may
contribute toward generalized cynicism, further intensifying recent challenges to online
civic culture in democratic societies. Social media could be regarded as a ‘double-edged
sword.’ India has been operating almost 750+ fake media outlets, including 550+
domains with fake registrations of editorials/journalists in 119 countries for the last 15
years. This is the clear manifestation of Indian subversive activities amid misinformation,
disinformation and mal-information against Pakistan. Indian hybrid tactics have the
main target to re-engineer the DNA. Through disseminating misinformation and
disinformation, India has been polluting the minds of people and misleading them.
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 Conclusion:
The Modi’s government recent track record of dealing with minorities in India shows that
it will not hesitate in exercising state power. This authoritarian rule of Modi revolves
around the dogma of ‘Offensive Defence Strategy’, which seeks to control, by any means,
all of Kashmir, its people, land and resources vis-à-vis igniting racial discrimination and
brutalities towards Indian minorities and ethnic groups. A change in the Status quo is a
raison d’etre for the peace process in Kashmir. The history of India and Pakistan cannot
be buried. However, the issues have to be resolved with an open policy. The RSS creed,
Hindutva agenda, Modi’s Narcissistic policies are unacceptable to Pakistan. Peace
negotiations are not possible until New Delhi at least goes back to the prior 5 August 2019
status. It should be followed by reducing forces and removing heavy military equipments
from the area. There is also a dire need to build and correct the ‘’narrative’’. International
media must depict the actual atrocities by India towards its minorities and Muslims as
well as grave human rights violations.
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ANNEXURES
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ANNEXURE 1: PRESS RELEASE
On 28th February 2022, a Conference on “Myth of Indian Secular Democracy: Human
Rights Violations and Rise of Saffron Tide under BJP” was jointly organized by Press
Information Department (PID), Federal Ministry of Information and Broadcasting,
Government of Pakistan & Center for Global & Strategic Studies (CGSS), Islamabad at
Information Service Academy, Islamabad.
The Conference commenced with speech by Mr. Ashfaq Ahmed Gondal, Former Federal
Secretary Information and Broadcasting & Vice President (Federal Region), Center for
Global & Strategic Studies (CGSS), Islamabad. He stated that it is impossible for other
communities to live safely and comfortably in India. From the beginning, it is very clear
that India has been a fascist Government. It is not Bharat or India, it is only Hindustan, a
land for Hindus. We can see what is happening in Kashmir and no one is bothered about
the atrocities being committed by India in Kashmir. He stated that the atrocities are
continued in India and still they claim to be the largest democratic and secular state of
the world.
Ambassador Afrasiab Mehdi Hashmi Qureshi, Former Ambassador of Pakistan to
Bangladesh and New Zealand presented speech on “Minority Crisis in India and False
Façade of Secularism: Questioning the Status Quo”. He stated that Hindutva ideology has
always been there in India and now it has been further escalated due to Hindu
fundamentalists. India has its own difficulties and challenges and today, the nationalist
Indians are worried about its future. India has always been divided into different states
and groups. International media is silent about the Kashmir issue. It claims RSS as
nationalist movement which is completely false and untrue. It has always been a
fundamentalist party. According to RSS ideology, Muslims are hissing snakes.
Furthermore, he stated that Hindu fundamentalism is not a temporary ideology, it is a
permanent phenomenon.
Dr Zafar Nawaz Jaspal, Professor, School of Politics and International Relations (SPIR),
Quaid-i-Azam University, Islamabad presented speech on “BJP-RAW nexus: Detrimental
to Peace and Stability in South Asia and Beyond”. He stated that any intelligence agency
is at the complete disposal of the ruling Government. The ideology of RAW and BJP is
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aggressive which after convergence is the reason for instability in the region. BJP’s
manifesto is based on Hindutva philosophy. He discussed that BJP become popular in
1982, when it used anti- Pakistan slogans while campaigning. 5th generation and hybrid
warfare is important in this regard and asymmetrical warfare tactics are being used. He
stated that India is targeting our economic projects. The neighbors of India have also
suffered as it always tried to imposed its hegemony at the borders.
Sahibzada Sultan Ahmad Ali, Dewan of Junagadh State and Chairman MUSLIM Institute
presented speech on “Indian occupation of Junagadh & Manavadar—Acts of Blatant
Aggression by India”. He highlighted three major aspects of history. He discussed that
before partition, princely states had the right to determine their independence. However,
India did blatant violations of sovereignty by using coercive means and forcefully
annexed those states. He also discussed Indian illegal actions in Junagardh, including
human rights violations, riots and hindering food supply chain. He stated that there is a
need to build correct narrative by understanding actual historical events and facts.
Advocate Jamal Aziz, Advocate High Court and Executive Director, Research Society of
International Law presented speech on “Stark violation of human and minority rights in
India: Assessing obligations under International Law”. He discussed complex legal
aspects related to Kashmir under Indian atrocities. It is important to discuss the role of
international law in narrative building. It is significant to use national law to secure our
own goals. He stated that there is a need to build our “one” domestic narrative and reach
out to international organizations. He suggested that there is a need to develop our own
capacities to eradicate vulnerability in order to tackle Indian hostile propaganda under
the International law.
Mr. Tariq Malik, Information Technology & Cyber Security Expert & Head of Program, IT
& Cyber Security, Center for Global & Strategic Studies (CGSS), Islamabad gave a detailed
presentation on ‘’Fifth-Generation Warfare and EU disinformation lab revelations:
Uncovering India’s hostile agenda.’’ He explained the concept of hybrid warfare and
mentioned various aspects. He stated that India is using different techniques to change
mindset of our youth. He also discussed National Security from Technology Perspective.
In 21st century, except few, every war is a technology-based conflict, it does not have
clear battles lines that who is attacking who and where. There is also lack of realization
that we are under attack. He discussed the report “Indian Chronicles”. The main objective
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is to create fake news specially about human rights in Pakistan and use of Members of the
European Parliament in favor of India and against Pakistan. He suggested that we must
formulate a cohesive national response to this form of threat. The responsibility lies with
the policy makers and all elements of National Power. With a change of paradigm GreyZone Hybrid warfare is the future of warfare. Thus, we in Pakistan must embrace this
reality and prepare at all levels of policy, doctrine, strategy and pro-active strategy.
Dr. Muhammad Khan, Professor of Politics and IR at International Islamic University,
Islamabad presented speech on ‘’India’s flawed policies and discrimination towards NonHindu Community: Analyzing the Sikh Uprising and Khalistan Movement.’’ He stated that
the ruling BJP has been officially following Hindutva as its ideology for decades. Through
a massive campaign against Muslim, the majority minority group in India, forming over
16% of total population, Indian Muslim are discriminated, humiliated and forced to
convert in Hinduism or else, leave India. He stated that the time has proved that founding
father of India were indeed the architect of today’s Hindu India. PM Modi and BJP only
get the credit of implementing the agenda of their forefathers. India’s flawed policies and
discriminations towards Non-Hindu Communities is directly threatening the regional
peace which may have global ramifications.
The Conference was attended by approximately 120 participants and was moderated by
Ms. Laraib Fatima Hassan, Coordination & Communication Executive, CGSS.
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ANNEXURE 3: VIDEO COVERAGE
CGSS Youtube Channel
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sHUX0N0Hcgo&list=PLgN02gSrV2D1g6Z6ay
-sJta2JCJlNU4WT
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